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A set T is said to cover a set system F if T meets all members of 5. We raise 
the following general problem. Find relations among the natural numbers p, r, s, t, 
that imply the truth of the following statement: If 9 is an r-uniform set system such 
that each of its subsystems on at most p elements can be covered with an s-element 
set, then 9 can be covered with a t-element set. Here we investigate the case 
s = 1. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let % be a (finite or infinite) set system with underlying set X. The rank 
of%issup{(1;1:P~%)and,forr~2,%isr-uniformif~P(=rforallli~%. 
A set TE X is called a covering set ( = transversal set = representing set) 
of % if Tn Ff 0 for all FE %. In this case we also say that T covers or 
represents %. The transversal number ( = covering number) z(%) of 9 is the 
minimum cardinality of a covering set of %. 
Let p, r, s, t be natural numbers. We write 
if the following statement is true: If % is an r-uniform set system such that 
every subsystem %’ E % on at most p elements has z(%‘) <s, then 
Z(9) < t. 
The fact that this statement is false is indicated by (p, s) fy t. 
So far the case s = t has been most extensively investigated. The first 
general result in this direction for graphs was discovered three decades ago: 
THEOREM A (Erdos and Gallai [3]). For t > 1, 
(2t +2, t) y+ t, 
(2t + 1, t) +y+ t. 
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Hence, for graphs, Theorem A provides the best possible value of p as 
a function of t. For uniform hypergraphs such a sharp result is not 
available. The following recent result, however, gives fairly good estimates 
for all r and t (and, at the same time, it implies the hardest part of 
Theorem A). 
THEOREM B (Tuza [S] ). For r > 2 and t > 1, 
Further, related references for hypergraphs can be found in [6]. There 
is one more result for hypergraphs to be mentioned here. Namely, the 
problem for s = t = 1 is solved, too. 
THEOREM C (Erdiis and Gallai [ 31). For r > 2, 
The aim of our present note is to investigate the relation between p and 
t when s = 1 and r is arbitrary, exhibiting theorems by which one can 
decide whether or not (p, 1) 7 t holds. 
There are some obvious “monotone” properties; namely, if (p, s) y 5 
then (p’, s’) 7 t’ for all p’ ap, s’ <s, t’ 3 t, r’ < r. Therefore, when s = 1, 
the problem is equivalent to the following: Given r and t, find the smallest 
integer pO =po(r, t) such that (pO, 1) y t. An alternative formulation 
is this: Given p and r, find the smallest value to = to(p, r) for which 
(P, 1)-T-+ to. 
In the case t = r, an exact answer can be given to both questions: 
THEOREM 1. For r>2, 
(2r, I)-;” r, 
andfor r>4, r #7, 
(2r- 1, l)* r, 
(2r, l)f;-, r- 1. 
SR?a’58’1-6 
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In the last part of Theorem 1 we need to assume Y 3 4, since (4, 1) 2’ 1 
and (6, 1) 3’ 2 are particular cases of the Erdiis-Gallai theorem and our 
next result, respectively. We do not know, however, whether (14, 1) 7’ 6 
holds or (17, 1)~ 6 when r=7. 
In order to reduce the transversal number to r - 1, we need to take a 
considerably larger value of p. 
THEOREM 2. For r 3 3, 
(3r-3, l)--+ r-l r 
and, if r - 1 is a prime power, then 
(3r-4, l)+ r- 1. 
It is not clear for us how essential it is to assume that r - 1 is a prime 
power. Anyway, at least in these cases, Theorem 2 provides the exact value 
of po(r, r - 1) = 3r - 3. Concerning to(p, r), however, the situation drasti- 
cally changes when we increase p from 3r - 4 to 3r - 3. This fact is in sharp 
contrast to Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. For r 2 3, 
(3r - 3, 1) 7 [r/51. 
For t,(3r - 3, r) a somewhat weaker lower bound of L&Y + ;_I can be 
obtained from a construction given in Section 3. The upper bound of [r/51 
is a simple particular case of a general result which is more technical and 
is therefore postponed to Section 4. One of the consequences is as follows. 
THEOREM 4. There exist positive constants cl and cl such that for every 
r and every k < (r + 2)‘/4r, c,r/k 6 tO(kr, k) 6 c2r/k. 
Moreover, for t = o(r), the asymptotic behavior of po(r, t) can be 
described and sharp result can be obtained for t < a. The main question 
that remains open is how the relation between p and t changes (for given 
r) when s > 2. 
An interesting variant of our problem arises when, instead of subsystems 
on at most p elements, we assume ~(9’) <s for all 9’ E 8 with IF’1 <p. 
For instance, the case s = 1, t = d + 1 corresponds to the d-dimensional 
Helly property. The nature of this problem is different from the one con- 
sidered here. The case s = 1 can easily be cleared up, but for larger s some 
interesting questions remain. We hope to return to this topic sometime. 
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2. CONSTRUCTIONS FROM FINITE GEOMETRIES 
In this section we prove Theorems 1 and 2. The affme and the projective 
Galois planes of order q are denoted by AC(q) and PG(q), respectively. 
Proof of Theorem 2. I. (3r-4, 1) ++ Y - 1. In PG(r- 1) the lines 
form an r-uniform set system % such that z(%) = Y. Since any two lines 
share precisely one point, every %’ E % with at most 3r - 4 points con- 
tains at most two lines and this implies r(%‘) = 1, proving the statement. 
II. (3r- 3, 1) --+ I- 1. Let % be an r-uniform set system with 
z(%) = r. We have to find an %--’ c % on at most 3r - 3 elements, such 
that z(%‘) > 2. If % contains two disjoint sets F and F’, then 
lFu F’] = 2r < 3r - 3, and r( (F, F’}) = 2. Otherwise, choose an arbitrary 
FE % and an x E F. Since the (r - 1 )-element set F\ (x > does not cover %, 
there is an F’ E 9 with F n F’ = {x>. Moreover, {x> is not a transversal 
set; i.e., there is an P” E %, x $ F”. Since F” meets F and F’, 
1 Fu 1;’ u F”J d 3r - 3. As F n F’ n F” = 0, the statement follows. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. I. (2r, 1) y r. Let % be an r-uniform set 
system. If every 8’ c % on 2r elements has z(%‘) = 1, then 9 contains no 
pair of disjoint sets, so that every FE % is an r-element transversal set. 
II. (2r - 1, 1) Y++ r. If % consists of pairwise disjoint sets, then 
r(%) = /%I, which can be arbitrarily large. But the sets of any %’ c % 
with z(%‘) z 2 contain r /%‘I > 2r elements. 
III. (2r, 1) +-+ r - 1. If r - 1 is a prime power, then the statement 
follows by Theorem 2. This is the case for 4 d r < 10, r # 7; i.e., for every 
such r there is an r-uniform set system %* such that z(%?) = Y and every 
%-’ E %r on at most 2r elements has z(%‘) = 1. We prove by induction on 
r that such an %r exists for all r 2 11, too. 
Note first that Y can be written as r = p + q, where q > 3, q # 7, and p is 
a prime, p < r < 2p. For small r, say r < 34, this fact is clear. For larger I 
we can apply the following well-known strengthened form of Chebysheffs 
theorem: For every n sufficiently large, there is a prime between n and 3n/2. 
Putting n = r(r + 1)/2], we obtain that q 3 8 can always hold when r z 35. 
Now we use the idea of an inductive construction due to Blokhuis 
[l]. Let LJ (16i6p+l, l<j<p) be the lines of AG(p), with each 
(L; ) . ..) LL} being a parallel class (of pairwise disjoint lines). Moreover, 
take p + 1 copies of %q on mutually disjoint underlying sets, and denote by 
F’ r, . ..) FL the sets in the ith copy. Deline 
%~={L~uF~:l~i<p+l, l<j<p, Idk<m} 
Clearly, %r is r-uniform. We have to show that r(%J = r and every %“’ E .%~ 
whose sets have an empty intersection contains at least 2r + 1 elements. 
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Since the lines of AG(p) cannot be covered with less than 2p - 1 points 
(see [2, 4]), and 2p- 13 r, if there were a transversal set T with 
ITI <r - 1, then Tn Lj= (zr would hold for some line Lj.. Thus, 
Tn FL # @ for 1< k d m. By our assumption on Fq, T should have at 
least q elements in the ith copy of 9$ Hence, T can have less than p points 
in AG(p) and this fact implies that T cannot cover any parallel class of 
AG(p). Consequently, T is a transversal set in each copy of Fq, so that the 
contradiction 1 Tj 3 (p + 1)q > r is obtained. 
Suppose that P’ c F7 is a subsystem with nFEF, F= 0. If those FE 9’ 
are taken from at least two parallel classes, then they contain at least 
3p - 3 > 2p + 1 points of AG(p) (since Lj n Lj: # 0 for i # i’), and at least 
2q elements in the two distinct copies of Fq. Thus, their union has car- 
dinality 32r + 1. If those F belong to the same parallel class, then they 
cannot induce the same line, i.e., they contain at least 2p points of AG(p). 
Moreover, they have an empty intersection in some copy of Pq; therefore 
the induction hypothesis yields that they contain at least 2q + 1 elements of 
that copy. Thus, their union has cardinality 32r + 1. 1 
3. SET SYSTEMS WITH LARGE UNIONS 
Let r, k, and q be natural numbers. For convenience we assume that 
q < r and q < k < 2q. The set system 2 = X(r, k, q) is defined in the 
following way. Its underlying set has a “central” part M of cardinality k. We 
shall have 1 %‘I = ( f). For each q-element subset Y c M take precisely one 
r-element set H= Hy~S such that H,nM= Y and (H,n HYf)\Mk 0 
for YZY’. 
Trivially, z(X(r, k, q)) = k - q + 1. The following property will be 
relevant in connection with lower bounds on po(r, t). 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that r B k + q2/k + 2 - q - k/q. rf 2’ is a subsystem 
of Z(r, k, q), such that nwESC H= 0, then 
The proof of this result is a little bit complicated. For this reason, in 
accordance with the referee’s suggestion, we verify a simpler-although 
somewhat weaker-statement which still is strong enough for our purpose. 
LEMMA 5'. The conclusion of Lemma 5 is valid whenever r > q + 
(k - 4=/q. 
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Proof. Introducing the notation U= /&!‘I, U= lMn (!JHEpOI N)I, and 
h= lUneAc H(, we have h = u + U(Y - q). Since U(U - q) 2 v and h is an 
integer, it follows that h~rTu(r-q)tuq/(u-l)l=u(r-q)+qC 
rq/(u - 1)J. The function f(x) = X(Y - q) -I- q $ q/(x - 1) has its minimum 
at x = dm $1 on [ 1, + co), so that [f(u)] is a non-decreasing 
function on [k/(k - q), + CO) if ,,/m + 1 < k/(k - q), i.e., when 
r-q > (k - q)‘/q, as supposed in the hypothesis. 1 
4. ESTIMATES FORP LARGE AND t SMALL 
In order to formulate our most general theorem, we need to introduce 
some notation. Put 
and 
p(r, t, m) := rm/tl(r -m - t) + 2r - m 
p(r, 4 := 1 <;:f_ 1 p(r, t, ml. . . 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that p(r, t) =p(r, t, m). Then 
(max{ 3r - 3, p(r, t)}, 1) 7 4 
and 
(pW)-[mt~~tl)l]-l, 1)L;t . 
ProoJ I. Let F be an r-uniform set system in which every subsystem 
on at most p(r, t) elements can be covered with one element, but 
z(F) 3 t + 1. (If no such 9 exists, then the first statement is proved.) 
Choose I;, , F2 E F such that their intersection M0 is as small as possible, 
Now m, := /A!,,] <r-t, otherwise z(F) < t would hold. Moreover, for 
every YE MO, /Y/ f t, there is an Fye 9, FFyn Y= fzr. Since m, is 
minimum, we have (F,n(F,uF~)~~m,+~Y~. 
When mod t, we set Y=M,. “Then F, n Fzn F,= @ and 
(F, u F2 u I=, 1 < 3r - 3m, < 3r - 3 <p(r, t), contradicting our assumptions 
on F. On the other hand, for m, > t choose t-element sets Yj 
(l<i<l:=rm$tl) such that Y,u . . . u Y,=Mo. Then the subsystem 
F’ := (F,, F2} u {F, : 1 d i < I> cannot be covered with one element. 
The number of elements contained in its sets, however, is at most 
2r - m, + Z(r - m, - t) =p(r, t, mO) <p(r, t), a contradiction again. 
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II. Suppose that p(r, t) =p(r, t, m). Then m E 1 (mod t). (Otherwise, 
replacing m by m - 1, p(r, t, m) would increase.) Thus, 
p(r, t) = 
m+t-1 
t (r-t-m)+2r-m=3(r-3t+l-m)+c,,, 
where c,,~ does not depend on m. Consequently, m < (I - 3t + 1)/2 + t/2. 
Consider now the set system 9 = X(r, m + 2t, m + t); i.e., with the nota- 
tion of Lemma 5’ we have k=m+2t, q=m+ t, k-q= t. Since the 
hypotheses of Lemma 5’ are satisfied, every 9’ G 9 with ~(9’) 3 2 has an 
underlying set of at least p(r, t) - t(t - l)/(m + 2t - 1) elements, and the 
statement follows. 1 
Remarks. For t2-3t+2<m we have Lt(t- l)/(m+2t- 1)_1=0, so 
that Theorem 6 provides the exact value of po(r, t) in this case. Taking into 
account that m > (r - 3t + 1)/2-t/2 can be assumed, a sharp result is 
obtained whenever t d (,/n + 1)/2. On the other hand, if t is somewhat 
larger, say t = o(r), then m = (4 + o(l))r and p(r, t) = r2/4t + o(r’/t). 
Moreover, t(t - l)/(m + 2t - 1) = O(t2/r) = o(r2/t), so that an asymptoti- 
cally sharp result is obtained in this case. 
One can easily check that p(r, rr/51) < 3r - 3, in accordance with 
Theorem 3. 
That (3r - 3,1) t;-, L&r + :J can be seen in the following way. Put 
x=L~r-$J,q=2x+l,k=3x+l.Thenevery8’s~==(r,k,q)onat 
most 3r - 3 elements can be covered with one element, since 
rk/(k- q)J = 4 and 4r - $4 2 3r - 2. However, r(9) =x + 1. 
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